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It seems we start every month in disbelief at how quickly time is flying, but alas, here
we are already in December wondering where the time has gone! We never know,
but what we do know is this: it's been a packed year here at Prism, full of changes,
new things, trials and errors, and we couldn't be both more ready for a long winter's
nap and excited for another year. We hope this month's newsletter finds you healthy

and happy! 
-The Prism Team

Grown-Up Christmas List
What's on your "grown-up" Christmas list this year? For us, the older we get,

the less "stuff" we want and the more experiences we wish for!

Prism Ponderings
our monthly blog about work, life & where they overlap

Although we hope your holiday is free of conflict and filled with that special
Christmas joy and cheer, should you find yourself in a scuffle, we hope

these thoughts come in handy, this season and after!

Need some holiday ambiance?

Make your living room (or office) extra cozy with this instrumental holiday
music set to a crackling fireplace scene!

Don't need a display?
Try out this playlist on Spotify for some background tunes at work or home!

A Holiday Reminder:
We are all more alike than different.

Maybe you've received this "Think You" card from us before, but what
a great reminder this time of year as we gather with friends and family
and engage in traditions that may be different from one group to the
next. From the homeless man or woman on the corner, to your crazy
aunt or eccentric coworker, we truly are all more alike than different,

and keeping that in mind can change everything!

Learn more about Prism Group and how we can help you resolve conflict and
move forward toward a renewed purpose. Click here to visit our website.

Let's Be Social
Follow Prism Group on our social channels to stay up to date on all happenings and latest news from our team!
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